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                  Stone of. 
            Stone of the three  

happiest days of Artaud’s life 
        spent tripping on peyote with the  

        Tarahumara Indians (stone of some recent drought  
               and stone of their running and stone of these subjects 
         as prey for Mexican drug runners: stone). Stone of neotropical. 
     Stone of botanical. Stone of palm. Stone of Morocco and stone of its  
     shadow and stone on light-blue paper found in a Rabat paper shop  
  (stone). Stone of a small anarchist flag made out of Huayruro grains. Stone  
 of the film of (moving) tropical plants I saw in Paris and stone of being moved  
  by moving images. Stone of that. Stone of houseplants in Europe that come  
from these jungles of South America. Stone of colonialism and stone of revolution.  
Stone of the other and of that literature (stone). Stone of your bright clandestine 
organizations and stone of all organisms not considered animals. Stone of the  
lover and stone of the stranger and stone of the traveler. Stone of second hand   
bookstore and stone of the second hand and stone of this hand warmed by the     
 second stone it turns over. Stone of her philosophy. Stone of poor copy. Stone  
 of pamphlets and of the photocopied. Stone of the south and stone of the north.    
  Stone of the colonizer and stone of the guerilla and stone of the poet. Stone  
    of the epic (theater). Stone of the organic. Stone of geometry. Stone (stone) of    
     these forms. Stone of the document and stone of the torrent. Stone of this 
          modernism. Stone of our feminism. Stone of the rock and the hole it will 
          leave. Stone of this wide, green leaf. Stone of the andesitic and stone of the  
               volcanic. Stone of language. Stone of the rock it throws at us.  
                 Stone of your study. Stone of your city. Stone of this your PDF 

           full of stones. Stone of its pleasure. Stone of the silver 
                    projection surfaces of your desire (stone of). 

           Stone of biopolitics. Stone of (stone). 
               Stoned of psychotropics. Stone 
           of worlds, new or not. 
                        Stone of.  
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
“A Stone for Victor and Julia (and Its Shadow)” by Quinn Latimer 

“A Stone for Victor and Julia (and Its Shadow)” by Quinn Latimer


